ST. ANDRÉ BESSETTE PARISH
P.O. Box 547, Malone, NY 12953 ! 518-483-1300 ! Fax 518-483-1307
May 13, 2018
Dear Parishioners:
Something has hopefully become pretty clear to all involved over the last couple of decades
here in the Catholic community of Malone: the work of pastoral planning is never finished. Our faith
demands that we constantly look ahead and do what we must to secure “a future full of hope”
(Jeremiah 29:11). While the ultimate goal toward which we look is attractive and bright, doing this
work is never easy—and often calls us to make real, difficult sacrifices today with an eye on a better
tomorrow.
As you know, Bishop LaValley approved the Living Stones Pastoral Plan for St. André’s
Parish in late February. The completed Plan was the fruit of more than two years of broad
consultation, intense soul-searching, and much prayer. Unfortunately, it is simply not possible to
put forward a plan that is to everyone’s liking, but I believe that the one we developed is the best in
our current circumstances.
As you also know, the procedures of Canon Law, meant to protect the rights of all parties,
allowed for a period of time during which an appeal of Bishop LaValley’s decisions could be filed.
Such an appeal by a parishioner—specifically concerning the closure and potential sale of St.
Joseph’s Church—was received by our Bishop on April 16, thus suspending the process.
In light of this, Bishop LaValley recommended to me that we have a parish meeting to
continue the conversation and try to dispel confusion. He stands by his original decision, but hopes
that this can be a time to review the consultation and resulting decisions made thus far, as well as to
examine again the specific data and statistics that should be considered in any discussion of the
future use of St. Joseph’s. Who knows? Even after such a lengthy process, maybe there are other
possibilities or better alternatives that have yet to be brought forward.
So I have scheduled just such a meeting for Wednesday, May 23, the details of which can be
found on the other side of this letter. Representatives of the diocesan Living Stones Planning
Committee will be in attendance. If parishioners have any specific information that they’d like to
see or hear explained at this meeting, please contact the parish office before noon this Friday, May
18, so that our staff has adequate time to prepare it for discussion. And do take note that the scope
of this meeting is limited to the future use of St. Joseph’s Church.
Those of you who still have unaddressed questions or concerns certainly ought to attend, as
well as those who may have any new insights. But I also strongly encourage those of you have come
to accept the Pastoral Plan, or who even agree with and support it, to come and take part; your vital
perspective cannot be taken for granted, and is often missing from the conversation.
St. Joseph, pray for us! St. André Bessette, pray for us!
In Christ’s peace,

Rev. Joseph W. Giroux
Pastor

PARISH MEETING
Wednesday, May 23rd
6:30pm
St. Joseph’s Church

q
The purpose of this meeting is:
✽ to review the consultation during the planning process;
✽ to consider the decisions that have resulted so far;
✽ to examine the pertinent data and statistics; and
✽ to surface any new or better possibilities.
The scope of this meeting is limited to the future use of St. Joseph’s Church.
If there is any specific information that you would like to see or to hear explained at this
meeting, please contact the parish office before noon on Friday, May 18th.

O God, our help in ages past,
our hope for years to come…
Many people today are disoriented and lost in search of genuine fellowship. Often their
lives are either too superficial or shattered by brokenness. Their work often is
dehumanizing. They long for an experience of genuine encounter with others, for true
fellowship. Well, is this not precisely the vocation of a parish? Are we not called to be a
warm, brotherly family together? Are we not people united together in the household of
God through our common life? Your parish is not mainly a structure, a geographical area
or a building. The parish is first and foremost a community of the faithful. This is the task
of a parish today: to be a community, to rediscover its identity as a community. You are
not a Christian all by yourself. To be a Christian means to believe and to live one’s faith
together with others. For fellowship to grow, the priest’s role is not enough, even though
he plays an essential role. The commitment of all parishioners is needed. Each of their
contributions is vital.
Pope St. John Paul II

